music composed by
John Greenwood
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The Philharmonia Orchestra
conducted by
Ernest Irving

John Greenwood (1889-1975) was an English composer who specialised in motion picture scores. He has a wiki [here](#).

In the usual way for English productions shot in Australia in this period, the film was post-produced in England, with the Philharmonia conducted by Ernest Irving performing Greenwood's score. Irving was a reliable conductor who specialised in film music, but who to date has only earned a wiki stub [here](#).

A few pieces of John Greenwood's score have been released on LP as part of compilations. For example:

LP (stereo) Rank FM 49 (UK)
Conducted by Ernest Irving

Prelude
Fight in the Stockade

LP (stereo) Citadel CT-OFI-1 (USA) 1982
The Golden Age of British Film Music
Conducted by Ernest Irving Music by John Greenwood

Side one track 3: Eureka Stockade: Main Title (3:00)